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A B S T R A C T

Exploiting well-labeled training sets has led deep learning models to astonishing re-
sults for counting biological structures in microscopy images. However, dealing with
weak multi-rater annotations, i.e., when multiple human raters disagree due to non-
trivial patterns, remains a relatively unexplored problem. More reliable labels can be
obtained by aggregating and averaging the decisions given by several raters to the same
data. Still, the scale of the counting task and the limited budget for labeling prohibit
this. As a result, making the most with small quantities of multi-rater data is crucial. To
this end, we propose a two-stage counting strategy in a weakly labeled data scenario.
First, we detect and count the biological structures; then, in the second step, we refine
the predictions, increasing the correlation between the scores assigned to the samples
and the raters’ agreement on the annotations. We assess our methodology on a novel
dataset comprising fluorescence microscopy images of mice brains containing extracel-
lular matrix aggregates named perineuronal nets. We demonstrate that we significantly
enhance counting performance, improving confidence calibration by taking advantage
of the redundant information characterizing the small sets of available multi-rater data.

© 2022 Elsevier B. V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Detection and counting of biological structures are among

the earliest fields revolutionized by artificial neural networks

now dominating state of the art. Several vision models (mostly

convolutional networks) have been successfully adopted to lo-

calize, segment, and count cells or other structures from mi-
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croscopy images and even provide counting-density estimation

particularly effective in “crowded” scenarios. However, the suc-

cess of these methods often assumes the availability of a repre-

sentative set of images with well-labeled biological structures.

Whereas, in most cases, those structures can be unambigu-

ously flagged by human raters, here we investigate cell count-

ing under the assumption of weak multi-rater labels, that is, in

the presence of non-negligible disagreement between multiple

raters. This often occurs when trying to detect and count cells

with non-trivial patterns on a large scale, where several factors
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can produce weak labels; raters can incur errors due to fatigue

or inexperience (common when hiring less-experienced raters

to reduce labeling time) or have different judgments that can

span from conservative to liberal when assigning labels.

More reliable labels can be obtained by naively averaging the

decisions taken by several raters on the same data, i.e., multi-

rating can be leveraged to create stronger singular annotations.

However, such data are expensive to obtain and often available

only in small quantities. On the other hand, given the scale

of training sets needed for deep learning methodologies and

the counting task, we consider here the case in which few ex-

pert raters, on a limited labeling budget, tend to label new data

rather than label the same images more than once. This re-

sults in large, single-rater weakly labeled datasets very likely to

contain errors, and only small multi-labeled subsets Campagner

et al. (2021).

In this setting, we propose a two-stage counting methodol-

ogy for biological structures, where each stage is devised to

fully exploit the annotations in each data subset. The first stage

adopts existing solutions on weakly-labeled data to detect and

count cells. Specifically, we compare three common CNN-

based methodologies already present in the literature — a) seg-

ment and count, b) detect and count, and c) count by density es-

timation. The goal is to investigate their counting ability when

trained with data characterized by significant label noise from

errors introduced by raters, and to derive uncalibrated scores

from the models’ output that have not been designed to correlate

with the quality of the predictions. In the second stage, using a

small set of multi-rater data, we define a rescoring model that

refines predictions of the first stage, increasing the correlation

between the scores assigned by the model to the predictions and

the raters’ agreement on the sample labels. We refer to scores

produced in this stage as calibrated scores, in contrast with the

uncalibrated ones previously assigned; these final scores can

eventually be used to filter low-quality predictions. Advantages

in operating in two-stage are twofold: i) the localization of ob-

jects are decoupled from their scoring, thus obtaining an overall

improved counting model when the latter is fine-tuned even on

a few multiple raters’ judgments, and, ii) we can easily swap

the first stage with any state-of-the-art localization and count-

ing method, making the pipeline model-agnostic and “future

proof” — any subsequent work can simply plug-in the best de-

tector and still use the proposed pipeline when multi-rater data

is available.

We evaluate the various stages of our pipeline on a novel

weakly-labeled dot-annotated dataset that we publicly release

(Ciampi et al., 2021a). It consists of a collection of fluorescence

microscopy images of mice brain slices containing Perineuronal

Nets (PNNs), extracellular matrix aggregates surrounding the

cell body of a large number of neurons throughout the ner-

vous system. Multiple expert raters have labeled a small part

of the dataset; nonetheless, the maximum agreement between

raters is roughly 70%, highlighting the need for an automated

counting technique that accounts for uncertain patterns. We

show through experimental evaluation that our proposed two-

stage pipeline, independently from the specific implementation

of each stage, can improve the performance of several state-

of-the-art counting methods on multiple ground-truth settings,

from liberal to conservative ones.

To summarize, the main contributions of this work are

• the proposal of a two-stage pipeline that improves biologi-

cal structures counting in multi-rater weak-labels settings,

• the introduction of a novel dot-annotated dataset for cell

counting in microscopy images (specifically, perineuronal

nets) comprised of a large weakly-labeled single-rater sub-

set and a small multi-rater subset, and

• the public release of the pretrained models for automatic

perineuronal nets counting in fluorescence images.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. We review re-

lated work in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the datasets

used in our experiments. Section 4 formalizes the proposed

methodologies, while Section 5 outlines the performed exper-

iments showing the obtained results. Finally, Section 6 con-

cludes the paper suggesting some insights on future directions.

Code and trained models are publicly available at https://

https://github.com/ciampluca/counting_perineuronal_nets
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github.com/ciampluca/counting_perineuronal_nets.

2. Related Work

2.1. Visual Counting.

Visual counting aims at estimating the number of object

instances, like people (Boominathan et al., 2016) or vehi-

cles (Ciampi et al., 2021b), in images or video frames (Lem-

pitsky and Zisserman, 2010). Current solutions are formu-

lated as supervised deep learning-based problems belonging

to one of two main categories: counting by detection and

counting by regression. Detection-based approaches, such

as Amato et al. (2019, 2018) and Laradji et al. (2018), re-

quire prior detection of the single instances of objects. On the

other hand, regression-based techniques like Oñoro-Rubio and

López-Sastre (2016), Ciampi et al. (2020) and Zhang et al.

(2016) try to establish a direct mapping between the image fea-

tures and the number of objects in the scene, either directly or

via the estimation of a target map, such as a density or a seg-

mentation map, i.e., a real-valued or integer-valued function,

respectively. Regression techniques show superior performance

in crowded and highly-occluded scenarios but often lose the

ability to locate objects precisely.

2.2. Microscope Cell Counting.

Counting biological structures like cells in microscopy im-

ages is a crucial step to diagnose many diseases (Venkatalak-

shmi and Thilagavathi, 2013). Several automatic cell counting

methods have been proposed over the years to facilitate this te-

dious and challenging task. Compared to a typical counting

task, microscopy images present different challenges, such as

low image contrast, significant cell shape and count variance,

and superposition of cells, leading to occlusions. As such,

both detection-based and regression-based methods have been

proposed. In the former category, Arteta et al. (2016a) intro-

duced a tree-structured discrete graphical model exploited to

select and label a set of non-overlapping regions in the im-

age by global optimization of a classification score. More re-

cently, Paulauskaite-Taraseviciene et al. (2019) exploited the

Mask R-CNN instance segmentation framework (He et al.,

2020) to detect overlapping cells, whereas Dou et al. (2017)

used a CNN to segment biological structures from 3D medi-

cal images. A comprehensive survey about deep learning algo-

rithms used in medical image analysis, including cell detection

in microscopy images, is given by Litjens et al. (2017).

Recent efforts also focused on regression-based approaches

that cope better with overlapped objects and crowded scenarios.

For example, Guo et al. (2021) proposed SAU-Net, an extension

of the U-Net segmentation network (Ronneberger et al., 2015)

with a Self-Attention module for counting by density regres-

sion. In Aich and Stavness (2018), another regression-based

counting model is introduced, enhanced by regulating activa-

tion maps from the final convolution layer of the network with

coarse ground-truth activation maps generated from simple dot

annotations. More, in Cohen et al. (2017), the authors proposed

a novel deep neural network architecture adapted from the In-

ception family (Szegedy et al., 2015) of networks called Count-

ception. In Huang et al. (2020), the so-called CSRNet (Li et al.,

2018), a regression-based CNN suitable for counting objects in

several contexts, is employed to estimate cell densities in im-

munohistochemically stained sections of breast tissue. Jiang

and Yu proposed two different regression-based cell counting

approaches (Jiang and Yu, 2021, 2020b), again, based on the

estimation of density maps. Finally, authors in He et al. (2021)

presented another regression model based on density estimation

where auxiliary convolutional neural networks are employed to

assist in the training of intermediate layers. Other regression-

based strategies have also been devised to deal with densely

concentrated cells but still generating individual cell detections,

such as Falk et al. (2018), Tofighi et al. (2019), Koyuncu et al.

(2020) and Xie et al. (2018). These approaches first generate in-

termediate maps that indicate the likelihood of each pixel being

the center of a cell in the image, and then convert them into de-

tections by applying some form of Non-Maximum Suppression

(NMS).

Concerning the automatic counting of PNNs, previous solu-

tions are often based on brittle hand-crafted computer vision

pipelines, such as in Slaker et al. (2016). To the best of our

https://github.com/ciampluca/counting_perineuronal_nets
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knowledge, we are the first to use deep-learning solutions to

address the counting of perineuronal nets and its specific chal-

lenges, such as the extreme inter-image variance of the number

and the non-trivial appearance of PNNs that cause difficulty to

precisely count them, even for human experts.

2.3. Learning with multi-rater data

When dealing with multi-rater data, most existing method-

ologies apply simple strategies like majority voting to obtain

a unique set of ground-truth labels. However, approaches ex-

ploiting multi-rater data more effectively exist and are not new;

in their seminal work, Dawid and Skene (1979) proposed an

Expectation-Maximization algorithm to estimate raters’ error-

rates in multinomial multi-rater data. More recent works aim

at modeling raters’ reliability for aggregating or filtering la-

bels, such as Rodrigues et al. (2013) and Zhang and Obradovic

(2012). We refer the reader to Zheng et al. (2017) for a re-

view of approaches and challenges in inference with multi-

rater data. The recent trend is instead increasingly exploiting

multi-rater data, when possible, to increase data efficiency; in

the biomedical context, Wei et al. (2021) proposed a curricu-

lum learning approach on samples with increasing raters’ agree-

ment for histopathology image classification, while Mirikharaji

et al. (2021) tackles skin-lesion segmentation by building mul-

tiple models (one for each set of raters’ labels) and then aggre-

gating models predictions. To the best of our knowledge, the

only proposed counting approach dealing with multi-rater data

is Arteta et al. (2016b), where authors train a supervised algo-

rithm to count antarctic penguins in images dot-annotated by

non-professional volunteers; multi-rater labels are mainly ex-

ploited to estimate the object scale, which varies wildly in their

dataset (the diameter of a penguin varies between 15 and 700

pixels) and is instead fixed in our scenario. When dealing with

constant scale objects, as in our microscopy images scenario,

their solution resembles Falk et al. (2018), a segmentation-

based approach adopted and compared in this work. Moreover,

instead of requiring large multi-rater training sets, our approach

is designed to train on a large single-rater set plus a small multi-

rater set, lowering the total labeling cost.

3. Datasets

In this section, we describe the employed datasets, summa-

rized in Table 1. We consider four publicly available single-

rater datasets widely used in the context of the microscope cell

counting task that we exploit for comparing the adopted count-

ing architectures against the state of the art. Those will serve as

baselines for our counting framework. Then, we illustrate our

novel collection of fluorescence microscopy images containing

perineuronal nets labeled by multiple professional raters, which

we use for the experimental evaluation of our two-stage count-

ing pipeline.

3.1. VGG Cells Dataset

This public dot-annotated dataset was introduced by Lem-

pitsky and Zisserman (2010). It contains 200 RGB synthetic

images simulating bacterial cells from fluorescence-light mi-

croscopy at various focal distances. Images have a fixed size

of 256×256×3 pixels, and the cells are designed to be clustered

and occluded with each other.

3.2. MBM Cells Dataset

The Modified Bone Marrow (MBM) dataset contains 44 RGB

dot-annotated microscopy images of human bone marrow with

various cell types stained blue. The original dataset was col-

lected by Kainz et al. (2015), acquiring 11 microscopy images

from the human bone marrow tissues of 8 different patients.

The original images are 1200×1200×3 pixels in size, but au-

thors in Cohen et al. (2017) split each of them into four images

with the size of 600×600 pixels.

3.3. ADI Cells Dataset

The Adipocyte (ADI) dataset is a human subcutaneous adi-

pose tissue dot-annotated collection of microscopy images in-

troduced by (Cohen et al., 2017). It consists of 200 Regions Of

Interest (ROI) of 150×150×3 pixels in size sampled from high-

resolution histology slides representing adipocyte cells. The av-

erage cell count across all images is 165 ± 44.2, and the size of

the biological structures can vary dramatically, representing a

challenging test case for automated cell counting procedures.
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Table 1: Summary of datasets. We report some numerical characteristics on the top of the table. Below, we show a dataset image sample (for PNN, we show
a 640x640 crop) and, in the last three rows, the associated targets exploited during training. Specifically, the targets are generated from dot annotations using
different procedures: i) bounding boxes are produced by generating squares with side s, ii) density maps are built by superimposing Gaussian kernels Gσ, and iii)
segmentation maps are generated drawing discs with radius r separated by background ridges. Bounding boxes, Gaussian kernels and discs are centered in the
dot-annotated locations; the s, σ, and r parameters are fixed and dataset-specific, depending on the typical object size in the images. Targets in the multi-class
BCData dataset are shown in false colors.

PNN

VGG Lempitsky and
Zisserman (2010) MBM Kainz et al. (2015) ADI Cohen et al. (2017) BCData Huang et al. (2020) 1 rater

(PNN-SR)
7 raters

(PNN-MR)
subjects none (synthetic) 8 N/A 394 1 1
images 200 44 200 1,338 25 12
size 256×256 600×600 150×150 640×640 ≥8184×6163 2000×2000
objects 35,192 5,553 29,684 181,074 34,620 2,351
obj./img. 176±61 126±33 148±32 135±68 1,385±590 196±43
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3.4. BCData

The Breast tumor Cell Dataset (BCData) (Huang et al.,

2020) is a recent collection of 1,338 images based on Ki-

67 staining with 181,074 dot-annotated cells divided into two

classes (positive and negative tumor cells, i.e., malignant and

not malignant, respectively). Unlike other datasets, BCData is

not only large in scale concerning the labeled objects but also

considering the number of different unique patient cases (that

are 394). The size of each image is fixed to 640×640×3 pixels,

and the authors divided the dataset into training, validation, and

testing split at a ratio of approximately 6:1:3 (803, 133, and 402

images, respectively).

3.5. PNN Dataset

Perineuronal Nets (PNNs) are extracellular matrix aggre-

gates surrounding the cell body of many neurons throughout

the nervous system; their alterations are associated with several

physiological processes and pathological conditions, e.g., psy-

chiatric disorders such as schizophrenia (Berretta et al., 2015).

This contributed to the increasing interest in PNNs research

spanning various conditions and animal models, including ro-

dents (Napoli et al., 2020; Boggio et al., 2019; Fawcett et al.,

2019), primates (Mueller et al., 2016), and even human brain

samples (Rogers et al., 2018). We collect and publicly re-

lease (Ciampi et al., 2021a) a novel dataset of fluorescence mi-

croscopy images of mice brain slices containing annotations

for perineuronal nets. Specifically, we obtained 50µm brain

slices from C57BL6/J adult mice (transcardially perfused with

4% paraformaldehyde). PNNs were stained with a green flu-

orescent marker by sequentially incubating them with biotiny-

lated Wisteria floribunda Lectin (WFA) and streptavidin Alexa

Fluor™ 488 conjugate. We acquired images with a fluorescence

microscope (Zeiss Apotome.2). PNNs were manually anno-

tated by neuroscientists and biologists from the laboratory of

Prof. Pizzorusso, a leading expert in the field of the PNNs since

2002 (Pizzorusso et al., 2002). For a detailed description of

the experimental procedures for generating the samples in the

dataset, we refer the reader to (Ciampi et al., 2021a).

The dataset is composed of two subsets — a large single-rater

subset (PNN-SR) and a smaller multi-rater subset (PNN-MR) —

described below and depicted in Figure 1.

1) PNN-SR: consists of 25 images having different sizes rang-

ing from 8184×6163 to 15120×9477 pixels. The extreme size

of the images makes their use impracticable by AI-based Com-

puter Vision tools unless dividing them into smaller regions.

Among all the images, there are roughly 34k annotated PNNs,

varying from a few dozens to some thousand per image, de-

pending on the considered portion of the brain. An expert man-

ually created annotations by putting a dot over the centroid of

each identified PNN. Since PNNs are often not easy to find and

are subject to different judgments depending on the rater, the

training labels are sure to contain errors. Thus, this subset can

be considered weakly-annotated.

2) PNN-MR: comprises 12 microscopic images of 2000 ×

2000 pixels representing different portions of a mouse brain,

with a total of 2,532 dot-annotated PNNs. The main peculiar-

ity of this subset is that the annotation procedure has been per-

formed by seven different raters, showing a remarkable discrep-

ancy between the various judgments. As shown in Fig. 1.C,

more than 40% of the PNN has not been annotated by the ma-

jority of raters (3 or less of the 7 raters), expressing the difficulty

of achieving error-free assessments by a single rater.

4. Methodology

Most counting approaches, both regression- or detection-

based, can obtain good detections of the objects and a good

prediction of the total count when using well-labeled training

sets, as already demonstrated by cell counting literature. How-

ever, under the presence of weak labels, these models tend

to detect also low-confidence or spurious patterns with high

confidence for multiple reasons; for example, regression-based

models such as density-map estimators do not model the con-

fidence of a detected pattern, thus disabling any filtering step,

and detection-based approaches often assign overestimated de-

tection scores to maximize recall that does not correlate with

the “objectness” of the pattern. Although it is feasible to mod-

ify current models to better express this correlation, training
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A B C D

Fig. 1: PNN Dataset. From Left to Right: A. A sample from the single-rater subset (PNN-SR) with dot annotations in red. B. A sample from the multi-rater
subset (PNN-MR, labeled by 7 raters); the color of the circles encodes the number of raters’ that identified that PNN following the legend on the adjacent figure. C.
Breakdown of the PNN-MR subset by raters’ agreement level. We show some sample patches centered in the locations identifying PNNs, together with the mean
patches; percentages represent the fraction of the total number of PNNs localized by i raters, for i = 1, . . . , 7. D. Jaccard Index between the PNN sets found by each
rater.

them would necessitate large multi-rater datasets (where each

pattern is labeled with a degree of objectness or quality) that

are expensive to obtain.

Here, we assume to have access to a large weakly-labeled

single-rater dataset and only a small multi-rater subset. With the

former, we exploit the power of existing counting solutions, and

with the latter, we devise an additional rescoring stage to cope

with the problems discussed above. Specifically, we model the

counting task as a process (depicted in Fig. 2) comprised of two

stages, each having its separate training phase. The first stage

follows standard approaches producing a set of coordinates lo-

calizing objects in the input image. In the second stage, we

consider the objects previously localized, and we assign them

an “objectness” score that correlates with the raters’ agreement

on their detection, i.e., a higher score indicates a higher prob-

ability that most or all human raters detect that object. To do

so, we define a scorer module that inputs a small cropped patch

containing the previously localized objects and outputs a scalar

score. We train it in a supervised fashion with a small set of

multi-rater data, where the agreement between multiple raters

reflects the pattern’s certainty. In practice, the output of the

scorer model provides a new “objectness” score that practition-

ers can use to exclude or include samples from the total count.

We describe the two stages in more detail below.

4.1. Localization Stage

For this stage, we assume to have a collection of N images

with dot annotations X = {(I1, L̂1), . . . , (IN , L̂N)}, where Ii is the

i-th image and L̂i is the set of coordinates of the structures to be

counted in image Ii labeled by a human rater. We assume X is

large and may have weak labels, e.g., it may contain spurious

(false positives) and missing annotations (false negatives).

A localization model fθ applied to the input image I produces

a set of coordinates L = {p1, . . . , pC | pi ∈ R2} localizing the

objects to be counted. This model is trained using location data

X and can be implemented following several different strate-

gies; here, we test three successful approaches from the liter-

ature, that are segmentation, detection, and density estimation,

described below.

4.1.1. Localization by Segmentation

For this approach, we follow Falk et al. (2018), i.e., we first

produce a segmentation map S = fθ(I) ∈ [0, 1]H×W for the in-

put image I having height H and width W. S is then thresh-

olded and further processed to extract connected components.

The centroids of those components form the output localiza-

tions L. This solution can accommodate variable-shaped ob-

jects, but segmentation annotations are usually very expensive

to produce. Here, we generate the target segmentation maps

Ŝ ∈ [0, 1]H×W by imposing a disc centered in the dot-annotated

position. The radius of the disc is fixed and depends on the typ-

ical object size in the dataset. A narrow ridge separates over-

lapping discs. In case of multiple object classes, the network

outputs one segmentation map per class, and target generation

is performed independently for each class. An example of a

target segmentation map is reported in Table 1. The model is

trained to minimize the weighted binary cross-entropy between

pixels of the output and target maps; more weight is assigned to
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Fig. 2: Proposed counting pipeline. We model the task as a two-stage process. In the first one, we detect the objects exploiting a localization model fθ, previously
trained on a large collection of dot-annotated images that may have weak labels. In the second stage, we employ a scorer model gφ that assigns to the objects
localized in the previous step an “objectness” score, which we correlate with the pattern uncertainty quantified by the agreement’s level.

more important pixels of the map, such as background ones near

foreground objects. More details of the generation procedure

of segmentation targets are available in Falk et al. (2018). As

in Falk et al. (2018), we implement fθ as a standard U-Net (Ron-

neberger et al., 2015). In the following, we will refer to this

method as S-UNet.

4.1.2. Localization by Detection

For this approach, we employ the Faster-RCNN model for

visual object detection (Ren et al., 2017); fθ produces a list

of bounding boxes following the standard two-stage detection

paradigm. In the first step, a Region Proposal Network (RPN)

generates the region proposals that might contain objects, slic-

ing pre-defined region boxes (called anchors); in the second

step, these priors are refined, performing a regression to the co-

ordinates of bounding boxes precisely localizing the objects in-

side these Regions of Interest (RoIs). The centers of the boxes

comprise the final localization of the entities. Targets are pro-

duced by generating squared bounding boxes centered in the

dot-annotated data with a fixed side, again, depending on the

typical object size in the dataset. We implement fθ as a Faster-

RCNN network with a Feature Pyramid Network module and

a ResNet-50 backbone. From now on, we will refer to this

method as FRCNN.

4.1.3. Localization by Density Estimation

We also tested density-estimation approaches known for

delivering excellent counting performances, especially in

“crowded” scenarios. Using this approach, we learn a regres-

sion model producing a density map D = fθ(I) ∈ RH×W from

an input image of height H and width W. Each pixel of D

corresponds to the quantity of the objects present at that precise

point. Thus, the notion of density map loosely corresponds

to the physical/mathematical notion of density; the number

of objects n in an image sub-region P ⊆ I is estimated by

integrating D over P, i.e., summing up pixel values in the

considered region, n =
∑

p∈P Dp. Although these approaches

are not intended to localize objects, a coarse localization can be

obtained by analyzing the estimated density map, in particular

by finding the top-n maximum local peaks of it, as already done

in Xie et al. (2016). During training, the target density maps

are produced by superimposing Gaussian kernels Gσ centered

in the dot-annotated locations; the spread parameter σ is fixed

and depends on the typical object size in the dataset. In case of

multiple object classes, the network outputs one density map

per class, and target generation is performed independently for

each class. An example of a target density map is reported

in Table 1. The model is trained by minimizing the mean

squared error loss between target and output density maps.

We implement fθ exploiting the Congested Scene Recognition

Network (CSRNet) (Li et al., 2018), a CNN for density estima-

tion comprised of a modified VGG-16 network (Simonyan and

Zisserman, 2015) for feature extraction and a series of dilated

convolutional layers (Yu and Koltun, 2016) to extract deeper

information of saliency and, at the same time, maintaining the

output resolution. We will refer to this method as D-CSRNet.

Once objects are localized, the “objectness” of each predic-

tion needs to be quantified to permit filtering of false positives

or negatives that inevitably leak from labeling errors. We cope

with this task in the subsequent separate stage, but for compari-
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son, we also consider deriving objectness scores from the three

accounted localization models alone as a baseline. Among the

considered models, FRCNN is the only one that natively outputs

a score ∈ [0, 1] stating the probability of containing an object

inside the bounding box that we can use as objectness score.

On the other hand, S-UNet and D-CSRNet do not provide di-

rectly a score that can be used for filtering predictions. For

S-UNet, we derive a score ∈ [0, 1] associated with each local-

ized object by taking the maximum value of the corresponding

connected component found in the predicted segmentation map

S . Regarding the D-CSRNet model, we instead infer a score by

taking the local maximum peak values of the predicted density

map. However, none of these scores are defined to correlate

with the pattern uncertainty that instead needs to be explicitly

modeled. We do that in the second stage of our pipeline.

4.2. Scoring Stage

The goal of this stage is to define a model that scores the cer-

tainty of a pattern; higher scores should represent objects local-

ized by most human raters, while lower scores should indicate

dubious patterns.

Given the coordinates p of an object in image I localized with

one of the approaches in the previous stage, we define a scorer

model gφ that assigns to the object a scalar objectness score s =

gφ(o), with o the squared sub-patch of the image I centered in p

containing the object. To train gφ, we assume to have a small set

of images where objects have been labeled by K different raters;

this produces a training set X′ = {(o1, a1), . . . , (oM , aM)}, where

oi ∈ Rl×l is the image sub-region containing the i-th localized

object, and ai ∈ {0, . . . ,K} is the raters’ agreement, i.e., the

number of raters who localized that object. Regions contain-

ing no localized objects (a = 0) are used as negative samples

during training. In the prediction phase of the entire pipeline,

gφ is fed with patches extracted from the input image using the

coordinates found by the previous localization stage.

Although this rescoring stage is novel in counting pipelines,

we can formulate it as well-known problems and implement

it following existing solutions. Below we propose several

methodologies that can be adopted for training the gφ model.

It is worth noting that the s score takes on different values de-

pending on the adopted method.

4.2.1. Agreement Regression (AR)

A simple baseline is directly regressing scores from the input

patches. In this formulation, gφ produces a scalar output and is

trained to directly regress the normalized raters’ agreement a/K

from the object patch. Specifically, we minimize

L(X′; φ) =
1
2

∑
(o,a)∈X′

( a
K
− gφ(o)

)2
, (1)

where o is a squared image patch containing a localized object

and a/K is the fraction of raters localizing that object.

4.2.2. Agreement Classification (AC)

Another simple baseline comprises classifying the input

patches in agreement levels. In this formulation, we consider

the K +1 agreement values a ∈ {0, . . . ,K} (including the 0 value

as background samples) as separate classes into which objects

can be classified. The model gφ produces a (K+1)-way softmax

output that is trained with standard cross-entropy loss

L(X′; φ) = −
∑

(o,a)∈X′
log(ga

φ(o)) , (2)

where gi
φ(o) indicates the i-th output of the model. The final

scalar score s is obtained as the (normalized) expected value of

the class over the output categorical distribution

s(o) =
1
K

K∑
i=0

i · gi
φ(o) . (3)

4.2.3. Agreement Ordinal Regression (OR)

We formulate the scoring problem as an ordinal regression

problem with K + 1 ordered categories from the lowest to the

highest agreement. Similarly to agreement regression, gφ pro-

duces a scalar output but is trained following Pedregosa et al.

(2017). Along with model parameters, a set of K ordered

thresholds Θ = {θi}
K−1
i=0 , θ0 < θ1 < · · · < θK−1 are defined as

learnable parameters. Given the model scalar output s = gφ(o),

we model

P(a ≤ k|o) = σ(θk − s) k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 , (4)
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where σ is the sigmoid function, and thus

yk(o) = P(a = k|o)

= P(a ≤ k|o) − P(a ≤ k − 1|o)

=


σ(θ0 − s) if k = 0 ,
σ(θk − s) − σ(θk−1 − s) if k = 1 . . .K − 1 , and
1 − σ(θK−1 − s) if k = K .

(5)

The models parameters φ and thresholds Θ are optimized by

minimizing the negative log likelihood of observed samples

L(X′; φ,Θ) = −
∑

(o,a)∈X′
log(ya(o)) . (6)

The values of θi are optionally clipped after each update to kept

them ordered. Once trained, we discard Θ and adopt only gφ to

output the score s for an object.

4.2.4. Agreement Rank Learning (RL)

Here, we model agreement by learning to rank a tuple of

samples with increasing agreement values. Our formulation in-

stantiates a standard pairwise learning to rank approach Burges

et al. (2005) with a custom sample loss definition. Specifically,

we still define a model with a scalar output s = gφ(o), but we

employ a different training scheme; given a (K + 1)-tuple of

ordered samples O = (o0, . . . , oK) containing one sample per

agreement class (i.e., oi has an agreement value ai = i), we

ask our model to produce scores si = gφ(oi) that are sorted

s0 < s1 < · · · < sK . Translating this constraint in a loss function

for the single tuple, we obtain a class-balanced pairwise margin

loss

L(o0, . . . , oK ; φ) =
1
K

K∑
i=1

max(m − gφ(oi) + gφ(oi−1), 0) , (7)

where m is a margin hyper-parameter empirically set to 0.1. A

dataset of tuples is obtained by repeatedly drawing K+1 random

samples, one for each agreement class, from the training set X′.

This has the advantage to produce large training datasets even

when dealing with a small initial multi-rater dataset. The batch

loss is obtained as the mean loss over a batch of tuples.

5. Experiments and Results

In this section, we describe the experiments performed to

validate our approach and discuss the obtained results. We di-

vided them into three parts. First, we evaluate the considered

counting architectures, i.e., the segmentation-based S-UNet,

the detection-based FRCNN, and the density-based D-CSRNet

approaches, against standard single-rater cell counting bench-

marks. The aim is to demonstrate that they work plausibly

fine, i.e., they produce comparable results against the state-

of-the-art, warding off that results provided by our counting

pipeline are not due to a weak poorly-trained baseline. Then,

we evaluate the first stage of our pipeline, i.e., the localization

stage. Specifically, we perform experiments on our novel PNN

dataset, training the three adopted counting architectures with

single-rater data having significant label noise from errors in-

troduced by raters. The goal is to detect and count perineu-

ronal nets under this weakly labeled setting, deriving uncali-

brated scores from the models’ output that have not been de-

signed to correlate with the quality of the predictions. Finally,

we perform experiments with our multi-rater PNN-MR subset

to validate our proposed second stage, i.e., the score calibration

stage. Here, we refine predictions of the previous stage, pro-

ducing calibrated scores that increase the correlation with the

raters’ agreement. We compare it to several baselines and show

that it improves counting performances when dealing with un-

certain patterns. We report training and implementation details

in Appendix B.

5.1. Evaluation of the adopted counting architectures

We evaluate the three adopted counting approaches against

the state of the art using VGG Cells, MBM Cells, ADI Cells,

and BCData counting benchmarks described in Section 3. All

these collections of images are single-rater, i.e., the final avail-

able labels belong to a single rater. Even when multiple raters

have been employed during the annotation procedure, the final

annotations are squashed into a single label per object. In other

words, multi-rater annotations are not leveraged if not for the

creation of stronger annotations at the expense of the dataset

scale.

We follow the evaluation protocol introduced by Lempitsky

and Zisserman (2010) and adopted by most subsequent works;

we consider a testing subset fixed for all the experiments (100

images for VGG Cells and ADI Cells, and 10 images for MBM
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Cells) and training and validation subsets of varying size (N

images for each subset) to simulate lower or higher numbers of

labeled examples. Following previous work, we set N to 16, 32,

and 50 for VGG Cells, to 10, 25, and 50 for ADI Cells, and to 5,

10, 15 for MBM Cells. Concerning BCData, we instead use the

training, validation and testing splits provided by Huang et al.

(2020). As performance metric, we compute the mean absolute

(MAE) counting error

MAE =
1
N

N∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣cn
gt − cn

pred

∣∣∣∣ , (8)

where N is the number of test images, and cn
gt and cn

pred are the

ground-truth and the predicted count of the n-th image, respec-

tively. For VGG Cells, MBM Cells, and ADI Cells, we repeat

the experiment 10 times, randomly sampling different splits for

each configuration, and we report the mean and standard de-

viation of the evaluation metric. To check the consistency of

the results on these random splits, we also re-implemented the

original FCRN-A method presented in Xie et al. (2016), thus

performing an exact head-to-head comparison with the same

samples being used for training and testing (we report training

details in Table B.10). Concerning BCData, we report the mean

and the standard deviation of the MAE calculated between 10

runs over the 402 images comprising the test split, changing the

random initialization seed each time.

Table 2 reports results on the four datasets. The density-

based solution D-CSRNet performs best among tested solu-

tions on the VGG dataset and comparably to state of the art.

The other two adopted methods, i.e., the segmentation-based

S-UNet and the detection-based FRCNN, exhibit slightly larger

errors, consistently with their inherent limitations when applied

to “crowded” scenarios with occluded objects like VGG Cells.

On the same grounds, D-CSRNet achieves best performances on

the BCData dataset, and the detection-based FRCNN approach

is the one that faces more difficulties. On the other hand, in

the MBM and the ADI datasets, where the challenges are more

related to the object shape variations, all the approaches show

competitive results, outperforming state-of-the-art solutions in

some cases (e.g., S-UNet in MBM and FRCNN in ADI). Over-

all, the tested approaches perform in line with state-of-the-art,

and thus we proceed to adopt them in the first localization stage

of our pipeline.

5.2. Localization Stage Evaluation

For these experiments, we apply the three previously eval-

uated solutions to our novel PNN dataset, and we investigate

their counting ability in the presence of weakly-labeled data,

i.e., under significant label noise introduced by errors of raters.

We consider the large single-rater subset PNN-SR to train

the models, whereas we evaluate them on the multi-rater sub-

set PNN-MR. Since the training set contains weak labels, for

each solution, we derive a scalar score s from the models’ out-

put that can be used to filter low-quality predictions. We re-

fer to the scores obtained in this stage as uncalibrated scores,

since they have not been designed to correlate with the quality

of predictions (we do this in the subsequent scoring stage). For

S-UNet we set s as the maximum value of the connected com-

ponent found in the segmentation map. For FRCNN, we set s

as the classification score that the network already outputs to-

gether with the regressed bounding box coordinates localizing

the object. Finally, for D-CSRNet, we consider as s the value of

the higher local peak in the density maps localizing the object.

During the training phase, we split the data into training

and validation parts. We do not adopt the common per-image

split strategy, as the number of PNNs vastly varies depending

on the particular considered brain slice (i.e., image), and thus

this strategy would produce unbalanced splits. Instead, we split

each image vertically in half, including one half in the training

set and the other in the validation set in an alternate fashion.

Due to the extreme size of the images, we process them in

patches. During the training phase, we crop squared randomly

localized patches from training images. We experiment with

different patch sizes of 256, 320, 480, 640, and 800 pixels. At

validation time, we divide and process the image in regularly-

spaced overlapped patches of the same size used during training

(see also Fig. 2), we reconstruct the global output by combin-

ing patch predictions, and we compute metrics at the entire im-

age level. For segmentation-based and density-based solutions,

image-level maps are obtained by stitching back together the
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Table 2: Comparison of the adopted architectures on standard single-rater
counting benchmarks. For VGG, MBM and ADI we vary the training and val-
idation subsets (N images for each subset), repeating the experiments 10 times.
For BCData we use the splits provided by Huang et al. (2020), performing 10
runs changing the seed each time. Mean±st.dev. of MAE is reported.

(a) VGG Cells (200 images in total - 100 test images).

Method N = 16 N = 32 N = 50

Arteta et al., 2016a N/A 5.06 ± 0.2 N/A
GMN (Lu et al., 2019) N/A 3.6 ± 0.3 N/A
Lempitsky and Zisserman, 2010 3.8 ± 0.2 3.5 ± 0.2 N/A
VGG-GAP-HR (Aich and Stavness, 2018) ∗ N/A 2.95∗∗ 2.67
SAU-Net (Guo et al., 2021) † N/A N/A 2.6 ± 0.4
FCRN-A (Xie et al., 2016) 3.4 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.2‡

FCRN-A (Xie et al., 2016) § 4.7 ± 0.7 3.3 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.1
Count-Ception (Cohen et al., 2017) 2.9 ± 0.5 2.4 ± 0.4 2.3 ± 0.4
CCF (Jiang and Yu, 2020a) 2.8 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.1
C-FCRN+Aux (He et al., 2021) $ 2.3 ± 2.2

S-UNet (Falk et al., 2018) (our) 7.7 ± 2.0 6.8 ± 1.0 4.5 ± 1.0
D-CSRNet (Li et al., 2018) (our) 3.7 ± 0.3 2.9 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.1
FRCNN (Ren et al., 2017) (our) 9.3 ± 0.7 7.5 ± 0.6 7.0 ± 0.4

* They did not report standard deviation. ** They used a validation subet of
100 − N images. † They did not use a test subset, but only a 100 − N images
validation subset. ‡ Reported in their work as N = 64. $ They used a 5-fold
cross validation-based evaluation protocol considering the whole dataset. § Re-
implemented in this work

(b) MBM Cells (44 images in total - 10 test images).

Method N = 5 N = 10 N = 15

Xie et al., 2018 ‡ 36.3 ± 19.4
FCRN-A (Xie et al., 2016) $ 28.9 ± 22.6 22.2 ± 11.6 21.3 ± 9.4
FCRN-A (Xie et al., 2016) § 15.6 ± 4.3 12.4 ± 4.0 12.2 ± 2.9
Marsden et al., 2018 ∗ 23.6 ± 4.6 21.5 ± 4.2 20.5 ± 3.5
Count-Ception (Cohen et al., 2017) 12.6 ± 3.0 10.7 ± 2.5 8.8 ± 2.3
CCF (Jiang and Yu, 2020a) ∗ 9.3 ± 1.4 8.9 ± 0.9 8.6 ± 0.3
C-FCRN+Aux (He et al., 2021) ∗∗ 6.5 ± 5.2
SAU-Net (Guo et al., 2021) † N/A N/A 5.7 ± 1.2
Jiang and Yu (Jiang and Yu, 2021) 8.2 ± 1.1 6.9 ± 0.9 6.0 ± 0.6
Jiang and Yu (Jiang and Yu, 2020b) - - 6.0 ± 0.2

S-UNet (Falk et al., 2018) (our) 5.5 ± 1.9 5.9 ± 4.2 5.7 ± 0.9
D-CSRNet (Li et al., 2018) (our) 9.4 ± 3.4 7.2 ± 2.0 6.4 ± 1.4
FRCNN (Ren et al., 2017) (our) 9.3 ± 1.4 9.0 ± 1.4 8.6 ± 0.8

* They used 14 test images. ** They used a 5-fold cross validation-based eval-
uation protocol considering the whole dataset. † They did not use a test sub-
set, but only a 44 − N images validation subset. ‡ They used a train/test split
of 8/3 using full-size images. $ Implemented by (Cohen et al., 2017). § Re-
implemented in this work.

(c) ADI Cells (200 images in total - 100 test images).

Method N = 10 N = 25 N = 50

FCRN-A (Xie et al., 2016) § 21.1 ± 4.7 13.1 ± 0.7 11.3 ± 1.1
Count-Ception (Cohen et al., 2017) 25.1 ± 2.9 21.9 ± 2.8 19.4 ± 2.2
CCF (Jiang and Yu, 2020a) 16.9 ± 1.9 14.5 ± 0.4 14.5 ± 0.4
SAU-Net (Guo et al., 2021) † N/A N/A 14.2 ± 1.6
Jiang and Yu (Jiang and Yu, 2021) 13.8 ± 0.7 11.6 ± 0.4 10.6 ± 0.3
Jiang and Yu (Jiang and Yu, 2020b) - - 10.1 ± 0.1

S-UNet (Falk et al., 2018) (our) 16.6 ± 5.5 13.6 ± 1.8 13.7 ± 4.9
D-CSRNet (Li et al., 2018) (our) 12.6 ± 1.3 10.8 ± 1.5 8.8 ± 1.0
FRCNN (Ren et al., 2017) (our) 10.0 ± 0.9 9.1 ± 0.7 8.7 ± 0.8

† They did not use a test subset, but only a 200 − N images validation subset. §
Re-implemented in this work.

(d) BCData (1,338 images in total - 803 train, 133 val, 402 test); positive and negative
cells are malignant and not malignant tumor cells, respectively.

Method Positive Negative All

(Sirinukunwattana et al., 2016) ∗ † 9.1 20.6 14.8
CSRNet (Li et al., 2018) (integr.) ∗ $ 9.2 24.8 14.8
U-CSRNet (Huang et al., 2020) (integr.) ∗ 10.0 18.0 14.0
CSRNet (Li et al., 2018) (detect.) ∗ $ 7.7 14.1 10.9
U-CSRNet (Huang et al., 2020) (detect.) ∗ 6.8 14.1 10.5

S-UNet (Falk et al., 2018) (our) 8.3 ± 0.5 19.7 ± 0.9 14.4 ± 0.7
D-CSRNet (Li et al., 2018) (our) 8.3 ± 0.9 16.6 ± 1.4 12.5 ± 0.9
FRCNN (Ren et al., 2017) (our) 10.3 ± 0.4 30.9 ± 2.3 20.6 ± 1.3

* They did not report standard deviation. $ Implemented by (Huang et al.,
2020), they used ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016) instead of VGG-16 (Simonyan
and Zisserman, 2015) for feature extraction. † Implemented by (Huang et al.,
2020).

patch-level maps and taking the mean pixel values in the over-

lap areas. For the detection-based solution, we perform non-

maximum suppression of all the bounding boxes predicted in

the overlap areas.

In Fig. 3, we show the results obtained by the three solutions

(one per column) on the whole multi-rater PNN-MR subset in

terms of MAE when varying the patch size and the threshold on

the scalar score s. As depicted, patch size does not significantly

influence the performance of FRCNN and D-CSRNet. Thus,

for these models, we suggest opting for bigger patch sizes that

reduce processing overhead. On the other hand, the S-UNet so-

lution is more sensitive to this aspect; due to artifacts in the

overlap regions of the segmentation map, different patch sizes

induce different score distributions that respond differently to

score thresholding. For S-UNet, the best performance is ob-

tained with smaller patch sizes together with more conserva-

tive threshold values. Note that the density-based solution D-

CSRNet is the most strained by weakly-labeled training data,

achieving the worst overall performance primarily due to a low

recall. Moreover, as expected, score thresholding is not effec-

tive since the density peak value employed as the score is not

expected to locate the PNN precisely and correlate with its “vi-

sual quality”. Even when counting is performed via density

map integration, instead of peak localization and counting, the

best counting performance that D-CSRNet achieves is an MAE

of 90.99. We plot additional metrics in Fig. A.7 in Appendix

A.

So far, we experimented on the entire PNN-MR subset, thus
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Table 3: PNN-MR: Performance on different agreement levels. We report
the mean ± st.dev. of MAE considering four sets of ground-truth labels for the
whole PNN-MR dataset composed by objects labeled by any number of raters
(Any), at least 50%, at least 70%, or all raters, respectively, to simulate different
counting policies, from liberal to conservative ones. Models are trained once
on the weakly-labeled PNN-SR dataset.

Raters’ Agreement

Any ≥ 50% ≥ 70% 100%
(a ≥ 1) (a ≥ 4) (a ≥ 5) (a = 7)

2351 obj. 1384 obj. 1234 obj. 880 obj.

S-UNet 27.6± 24.8 15.1± 14.1 15.8± 11.6 13.8± 12.8
FRCNN 27.8± 21.6 15.5± 13.4 13.3± 12.6 7.8± 9.9
D-CSRNet 91.5± 43.6 21.1± 23.0 15.3± 20.1 10.9± 8.9

including every PNN found by at least one rater in the ground-

truth set. Next, we illustrate how the trained models behave

when asked to localize only PNNs on which at least a raters

agree on their presence. Specifically, we define four sets of

ground truth labels for PNN-MR comprising PNNs labeled by

at least 1, 4, 5, and 7 out of 7 raters, respectively, simulating dif-

ferent counting policies, from more liberal to more conservative

ones; the choice of 4 and 5 raters reflects the rater’s agreement

above 50% and 70%, respectively, which are two thresholds

widely adopted to legitimize labels. In Table 3, we report the

results obtained on these four sets by the three tested models

in their most effective combination of patch size and thresh-

old values. We observe that models tend to correctly identify

and count the PNNs found by more raters, as these are also the

clearer and easier-to-spot samples. Although all the models de-

liver similar performance at the higher agreement levels, at the

lowest agreement level (a ≥ 1), the D-CSRNet tends to have an

higher MAE due to its inability to achieve a high recall on low-

agreement samples. We observe that FRCNN tends to achieve

lower MAEs when increasing rater’s agreement a with respect

to the other tested models. We also note that all models show

high variability in MAE values computed on different test set

images. We deem this is due to particular brain regions where

PNNs appear dimmer and thus more difficult for both models

and human raters to cope with (see Figure 4). We report addi-

tional metrics in Table A.4 in Appendix A.

5.3. Scoring Stage Evaluation

Here, we perform experiments to evaluate the proposed ad-

ditional scoring stage. The goal is to produce new “objectness”

scores that correlate with the raters’ agreement; we refer to

scores produced in this stage as calibrated scores, in contrast

with the uncalibrated ones derived in the previous stage. This

stage requires a small multi-rater dataset to be used as a train-

ing set, and thus we adopt the PNN-MR dataset for both the

training and testing phases. To this end, we randomly split the

images comprising PNN-MR into train, validation, and test sets

following the widely employed 70/15/15 proportion.

First, we assess this scoring stage in a stand-alone way, con-

sidering it independently from our overall counting pipeline.

We implement the scorer model gφ as a small convolutional

network with 8 Conv-GroupNorm-ReLU blocks followed by

average pooling and a linear projection producing the desired

number of outputs (8 for Agreement Classification, 1 for the

rest). We train each calibration methodology presented in Sec-

tion 4.2 by providing, as inputs, small patches around PNNs

centered in the locations provided by the ground-truth labels.

Due to the limited size of the dataset, we perform five runs with

randomly generated splits. In Fig. 5, we report the distribution

of (z-normalized) scores obtained by the tested methods on the

PNN patches of the test splits. In addition, we also report the

distributions of the uncalibrated scores obtained from the lo-

calization models as described in Section 5.2. We notice that

scores obtained by Agreement Ordinal Regression (OR) and

Agreement Rank Learning (RL) strategies behave best in terms

of correlation with the raters’ agreement a achieving the high-

est Pearson’s correlation index r of 75%. Those are also the

most data-efficient methods, as they operate on pairs or tuples

of samples, while Agreement Regression (AR) and Classifica-

tion (AC) seem to suffer from the limited number of samples.

Thus, opting for OR or RL is suggested, as multi-rater data is

often limited. Moreover, the mean scores per agreement level

of OR and RL tend to follow a steep regression line. In contrast,

in other methods like D-CSRNet and AR, the score distributions

of nearby agreement levels are more overlapped and often with
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Fig. 3: PNN-MR: Impact of patch size and score thresholding on standard segmentation-based (S-UNet), detection-based (FRCNN), and density-based (D-
CSRNet) approaches (without score calibration).

non-monotonic means.

Next, we evaluate the effect of the scoring stage on the whole

counting pipeline, e.g., when the scoring stage is fed with out-

puts of the localization stage. We first localize PNNs in test im-

ages with the three localization models trained in Section 5.2;

for this operation, we set a high-recall threshold for each model,

such that filtering can be postponed after rescoring by gφ. We

then score the locations found using the trained scoring models

and evaluate counting performance for each combination of lo-

calization and scorer models. Figure 6 compares the achieved

performance in terms of MAE when choosing the best thresh-

old value for the rescored predictions. As baseline, we report

also the counting performance of using uncalibrated scores, i.e.,

without using the proposed rescoring stage. Again, we re-

port results for different ground-truth settings defined by the

minimum desired raters’ agreement. S-UNet combined with

Agreement Classification (AC) achieves the best counting per-

formance among most ground-truth configurations, whereas

Agreement Ordinal Regression (OR) is the second-best rescor-

ing solution. Despite providing significant boosts compared to

other tested rescoring approaches, AC can suffer when multi-

rater samples are unbalanced (or missing) among agreement

levels, which is fairly common in this application. In those

cases, rank-based methods (OR or RL) are known to behave

better under these scenarios. However, we leave to future work

the evaluation of sample efficiency and of robustness to class

unbalance. Note that for S-UNet and FRCNN, score calibra-

tion generally improves the counting performance, specifically

for the former where we achieve MAE reductions up to 11.07.

On the other hand, when adopting the D-CSRNet localization

method, we achieve an improvement only on the highest agree-

ment test set; this is mainly due to the limited recall of D-

CSRNet on the PNN dataset.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we tackled the task of counting biological struc-

tures from microscopy images under the assumption that train-

ing datasets are characterized by weak multi-rater labels, i.e.,

in the presence of non-negligible disagreement between multi-

ple raters. This often occurs in medical images where intrin-

sically non-trivial patterns can produce weak annotations due

to raters’ judgment differences, even among experts. More ro-

bust annotations can be obtained by aggregating and averaging

the decisions provided by multiple raters regarding the same

data. However, the scale of the counting task and the limited

resources dedicated to the labeling process put a damper on this

solution. While supervised training with well-defined training

sets has been widely studied, dealing with weak multi-rater an-

notations per image remains a relatively unexplored problem.

We considered here the case in which few expert raters mostly

annotate novel data and check only a small portion of already

labeled images, i.e., to have large, single-rater weakly labeled

datasets and only small subsets labeled by multiple raters.

In this setting, we proposed a two-stage counting strat-

egy,where each stage is devised to make the best of the

annotations available in each data subset. The first stage
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Fig. 4: PNN-MR: Examples of localization predictions of tested models. We show portions of two samples; an easy one (first two columns) and a hard one (last
two columns) with different ground truths defined by including only PNNs with a minimum raters’ agreement a. In the first row, we highlight the ground truth

in yellow squares. In the rest of the rows, we indicate false positives in purple, false negatives in cyan, and true positives in green, with the corresponding

ground-truth position drawn in red and connected via a thin yellow line. Best viewed in electronic format.
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Fig. 5: PNN-MR: Correlation between scores and raters’ agreement. We show the distribution of (z-normalized) scores per agreement level, the regression
lines, and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r between scores and raters’ agreement for each tested method.

Fig. 6: PNN-MR (Test Subset): Impact of the rescoring stage gφ on counting performance in terms of MAE. We show mean values ± standard deviation over
five runs with randomized train/val/test splits of the PNN-MR subset. Numerical values in tabular format can be found in Table A.5 in Appendix A.

exploited large single-rater data to bootstrap state-of-the-art

counting methodologies; we evaluated three CNN-based meth-

ods i.e., segmentation-based S-UNet, detection-based FRCNN

and density-based approaches D-CSRNet. We showed that this

step alone leads to sub-optimal results due to the underlying

noisy nature of the employed single-rater data. Thus, we in-

troduced a second rescoring stage that harnesses a small multi-

rater subset and refines the previously computed predictions.

We performed an extensive experimental evaluation of our

pipeline on a novel weakly-labeled dot-annotated dataset in-

troduced on purpose, consisting of a collection of fluorescence

microscopy images of mice brains containing biological struc-

tures. Results showed that rescoring strategies can improve the

correlation between the scores and the raters’ agreement. Us-

ing the proposed pipeline, we enhanced counting performance,

in some cases significantly reducing the MAE. Whereas even

simple rescoring methods such as Agreement Classification is

beneficial, we deem the rank-based ones, like Agreement Ordi-

nal Regression and Agreement Rank Learning, to be also data-

efficient and robust to data unbalance, operating on pairs or tu-

ples of samples. However, we leave a rigorous evaluation of

those aspects to future work.

The proposed methodology still has some limitations. As fu-

ture work, one direction could be to reduce computational costs
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by using a unique model, still trained in two distinct stages, that

could deliver the same counting performance while reducing

the overall computation by sharing the parameters. Moreover,

in the current two-stage solution, structures that are not local-

ized in the first stage are excluded from the counting without the

possibility of being filtered by score. We noted that this occurs

on low-agreement structures that usually are not considered in

the final count and thus do not affect performance significantly

in practice. However, unifying the two stages in a unique model

could help mitigate this problem and improve the applicability

of the proposed method. In light of our results, FRCNN and S-

UNet are the most promising solutions to be extended in future

work for integrating the rescoring stage.
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Appendix A. Additional Results

In this section, we provide additional results obtained in our

experimental evaluation.
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First, we consider the experiments to validate the localiza-

tion stage of our counting pipeline, i.e., considering the large

single-rater weakly-labeled PNN-SR data to train the models

and the multi-rater subset PNN-MR for their evaluation. In ad-

dition to MAE, we also report here the Mean Absolute Rela-

tive Error (MARE) and the Grid Average Mean absolute Error

(GAME) (Guerrero-Gómez-Olmedo et al., 2015) as counting

metrics. The MARE provides a percentage relating the absolute

counting error to the number of objects to be counted. Follow-

ing the notation already exploited for the MAE, it is defined as

MARE =
1
N

N∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣cn
gt − cn

pred

∣∣∣∣
cn

gt
. (A.1)

MAE and MARE are fair metrics for comparing counting per-

formance, but they do not capture localization errors; mod-

els might achieve low values on these metrics while provid-

ing wrong predictions (e.g., a high numbers of false positive

and false negatives in detection-based methods, or a bad al-

location of density values in predicted maps of density-based

approaches). The GAME metric accounts for localization er-

rors, as it is computed by sub-dividing the image in 4L non-

overlapping regions and computing the MAE in each of these

sub-regions

GAME(L) =
1
N

N∑
n=1

4L∑
l=1

∣∣∣∣cn,l
gt − cn,l

pred

∣∣∣∣ , (A.2)

where N is the number of test images, cn,l
pred is the estimated

count in the l-th region of the n-th image, and cn,l
gt is the respec-

tive ground truth count. The higher the value of L, the more

restrictive the GAME metric will be. Note that the MAE can be

obtained as a particular case of the GAME when L = 0.

In the firs three rows of Fig. A.7, we show the results in terms

of MARE, GAME(3), and F1-score obtained by the three local-

ization models, i.e., S-UNet, FRCNN, D-CSRNet, on the entire

multi-rater PNN-MR subset when varying the patch size and the

threshold on the scalar score s. As already seen in the results

concerning the MAE, patch size does not significantly influ-

ence the performance of FRCNN and D-CSRNet, hinting at the

use of bigger patch sizes for these models to reduce process-

ing overhead. On the other hand, S-UNet is more susceptible

to this aspect, and different patch sizes induce different score

distributions that respond differently to score thresholding. In

general, for this latter model, we obtain better performance ex-

ploiting small patch sizes. Again, as already shown for the

MAE, also using these three metrics, the density-based solu-

tion D-CSRNet achieves the worst overall performance when

trained with weakly-labeled training data, and score threshold-

ing is not effective. Finally, in the last row of Fig. A.7, we show

Precision-Recall (PR) curves, with the goal to better highlight

the influence of the considered threshold. Precision is com-

puted as the percentage of model predictions that correspond

to a ground-truth object, whereas Recall is the percentage of

ground-truth objects identified by the model. Predictions and

ground-truth objects are matched using the Hungarian algo-

rithm based on the 2D Euclidean distance between pixel coordi-

nates; we assign an infinite cost to pairs separated by a distance

greater than 1.25 times the typical radius of objects. As de-

picted in the figure, the PR curves concerning the FRCNN and

the D-CSRNet are monotonic, while the S-UNet does not have

this property, again due to artifacts in the segmentation maps

and on merging/separating components.

In Table A.4, we report the results obtained on the four sets

of ground truth labels for PNN-MR comprising PNNs labeled

by at least 1, 4, 5, and 7 out of 7 raters, respectively, by the three

tested models in their most effective combination of patch size

and the threshold value. Here we show the results in terms of

MARE, GAME(3), and F1-score. As already inferred from the

results regarding the MAE, also these metrics highlight the lim-

itations of D-CSRNet to achieve a high recall on low-agreement

samples. On the other hand, again, FRCNN is in general able

to reach the best overall performance on all sets.

Regarding the experiments performed in the score calibra-

tion stage, we report additional results in Fig. A.8, showing

the predictions ordered by score. In particular, the firsts three

plots show the uncalibrated scores obtained using the localiza-

tion models without the refinement provided by our proposed

second calibration stage, while the remaining plots concern the

scores obtained exploiting the calibration tested methodologies.
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Fig. A.7: PNN-MR: Impact of patch size and threshold to counting and localization performance on standard segmentation-based (S-UNet), detection-based
(FRCNN), and density-based (D-CSRNet) approaches (without scoring stage). Additional results in terms of MARE, GAME(3), F1-score and Precision-Recall.
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Table A.4: PNN-MR: Performance on different agreement levels. We show
the counting (MARE and GAME(3)) and detection (F1-score) performance of
all tested models. Models are trained on the weakly-labeled PNN-SR dataset.
We define four sets of ground-truth labels for PNN-MR composed of objects
labeled by any number of raters (Any), at least 50%, at least 70%, or all raters,
respectively, to simulate different counting policies, from liberal to conservative
ones.

Raters’ Agreement

Any
(a ≥ 1)

≥ 50%
(a ≥ 4)

≥ 70%
(a ≥ 5)

100%
(a = 7)

MARE (%)
S-UNet 14.2± 11.3 12.6± 12.9 14.5± 9.6 19.0± 13.3
FRCNN 14.9± 11.0 13.6± 10.9 12.7± 12.5 11.8± 13.6
D-CSRNet 47.8± 20.3 18.9± 18.0 14.3± 14.8 15.7± 11.7

GAME(3)
S-UNet 61.8± 18.7 36.8± 15.2 34.9± 15.4 29.0± 13.3
FRCNN 60.2± 12.9 31.7± 13.5 28.5± 12.6 23.2± 7.8
D-CSRNet 99.3± 38.5 41.2± 18.4 35.0± 14.8 28.1± 11.8

F1-score (%)
S-UNet 76.1± 9.3 79.1± 10.4 78.7± 9.2 75.5± 8.4
FRCNN 78.4± 5.5 82.3± 6.6 82.5± 8.5 80.6± 9.5
D-CSRNet 61.7± 14.6 73.8± 12.2 74.7± 11.5 72.1± 14.7

As already demonstrated, the scores obtained by Agreement

Ordinal Regression (OR) and Agreement Rank Learning (RL)

strategies correlate better with the raters’ agreement, thus con-

firming that their use is suggested.

Appendix B. Training Details

Table B.6 reports the average number of objects per agree-

ment level in the PNN-MR train/validation/test splits.

We report in Tables B.7, B.8, and B.9 the hyperparameters

adopted to train the three considered counting architectures, i.e.,

S-UNet, FRCNN, and D-CSRNet, exploited in the experiments

described in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2. We adopt early stop-

ping for each configuration. In particular, we select the snapshot

achieving the lowest GAME(3) value on the validation set. Ad-

ditionally, we report in Table B.10 the hyperparameters used for

our re-implementation of FCRN-A (Xie et al., 2016), exploited

in Section 5.1 for an exact head-to-head comparison against the

three adopted counting architectures on standard single-rater

counting benchmarks. In this case, we pick up the snapshot

achieving the lowest MAE value on the validation set.

For the scoring stage, we report in Table B.11 the train-

ing hyper-parameters concerning the scoring model gφ for each

adopted learning methodology, i.e., AR, AC, OR, and RL.

Table A.5: PNN-MR (Test Subset): Impact of the rescoring stage gφ on
counting performance in terms of MAE. We report mean and standard devia-
tion over five runs with randomized train/val/test splits of the PNN-MR subset.
AR = Agreement Regression. AC = Agreement Classification. OR = Agree-
ment Ordinal Regression. RL = Agreement Rank Learning. ‘w/o’ indicates re-
sults without the rescoring stage, i.e., filtering is performed on method-specific
scores extracted in the first localization stage.

Raters’ Agreement

Any ≥ 50% ≥ 70% 100%
gφ (a ≥ 1) (a ≥ 4) (a ≥ 5) (a = 7)

S-
U

N
et

w/o 19.13± 11.63 14.67± 6.70 15.80± 4.98 13.87± 2.81
AR 19.73± 14.44 11.20± 3.83 9.53± 4.80 7.27± 3.41
AC 17.53± 6.93 6.00± 3.46 4.73± 3.75 3.73± 3.07
OR 14.87± 10.98 7.00± 5.07 5.80± 4.96 5.13± 2.69
RL 16.13± 10.48 6.93± 4.10 7.67± 3.39 6.07± 3.51

FR
C

N
N

w/o 10.07± 10.38 8.67± 5.33 8.33± 4.61 6.13± 2.51
AR 13.73± 7.27 10.53± 2.73 9.40± 3.21 8.73± 3.47
AC 11.27± 7.77 7.00± 5.55 6.33± 4.31 5.27± 2.56
OR 10.13± 5.73 6.40± 3.46 5.93± 3.47 4.13± 3.06
RL 9.67± 7.08 6.60± 3.43 8.00± 2.13 6.00± 2.66

D
-C

SR
N

et

w/o 89.53± 27.92 15.67± 5.85 9.00± 3.85 8.33± 4.96
AR 89.53± 27.92 18.33± 5.80 12.73± 5.28 7.40± 4.80
AC 89.53± 27.92 16.47± 5.24 10.13± 3.55 5.53± 1.99
OR 89.53± 27.92 15.67± 5.62 9.53± 2.90 5.53± 2.41
RL 89.53± 27.92 15.73± 6.12 10.33± 3.55 5.93± 2.20

Table B.6: PNN-MR Splits Statistics. Mean and standard deviation of number
of objects in the five PNN-MR 70/15/15 random splits.

Raters’ Agreement

Any ≥ 50% ≥ 70% 100%
(a ≥ 1) (a ≥ 4) (a ≥ 5) (a = 7)

Total 2351 1384 1234 880

Train 1167± 70 678± 56 606± 50 428± 33
Validation 569± 60 351± 38 314± 33 232± 28
Test 615± 58 356± 27 315± 24 220± 25

Table B.7: Training hyperparameters of D-CSRNet. σ is the standard devi-
ation of the Gaussian kernel over-imposed on each object location to obtain the
target density map. Density values outside the image borders are reflected by
the image limits.

VGG MBM ADI BCData PNN

σ 5 10 5 15 15
Patch Overlap - - - - 120

Optimizer Adam
LR 10−5

Batch size 8 5 4 12 64
Epochs 1000 1000 1000 250 100

LR Steps 800/900 800/900 800/900 180/230 50/75
LR Step Factor 0.1
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Fig. A.8: PNN-MR: Predictions ordered by score (left to right and top to bottom). The raters’ agreement of each PNN is color-coded. The first three plots
show the uncalibrated scores derived from the localization models. Whereas most methods correctly rank high-agrement samples, scoring methods rank better the
low-agreement ones.

Table B.8: Training hyperparameters of S-UNet. rdisk: radius in px of an
object. rignore: radius in px of the ‘ignore’ zones. lsep: width in px of the back-
ground ridge separating two nearby objects. All other parameters are described
in Falk et al. (2018) and control the loss weighting of pixels around foreground
objects.

VGG MBM ADI BCData PNN

rdisk 5 12 5 15 20
rignore 6 15 6 18 25

vbal 0.1
σbal 3 5 3 7 10
lsep 1 1 1 2 1
σsep 3 4 3 8 6
λsep 50

Patch Overlap - - - - 100

Optimizer Adam
LR 0.01

Batch size 8 5 5 5 8
Epochs 500 1000 1000 50 100

LR Steps 200 750/900 750/900 30/45 50/75
LR Step Factor 0.1

Table B.9: Training hyperparameters of FRCNN. Target bounding boxes are
squares with given side length.

VGG MBM ADI BCData PNN

Bouding Box Side 12 20 12 30 60
Max Detections 300
NMS Threshold 0.6

Patch Overlap - - - - 120

Optimizer SGD
LR 0.005

Momentum 0.9
Weight Decay 0.0005

Batch size 8 4 4 8 64
Epochs 150 150 100 150 100

LR Steps 100 100 50/75 100 50/75
LR Step Factor 0.1

Table B.10: Training hyperparameters of FCRN-A. σ is the standard devi-
ation of the Gaussian kernel over-imposed on each object location to obtain
the target density map. Density values outside the image borders are re-
flected by the image limits.

VGG MBM ADI BCData

σ 1 1 1 1

Optimizer SGD
LR 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.001

Momentum 0.9
Weight Decay 10−5

Batch size 8 4 4 4
Epochs 150 300 150 150

Table B.11: Training hyperparameters of Scoring ConvNet (gφ). Parameters
for each adopted learning methodology.

AR AC OR RL

Input Size 64 × 64
Optimizer SGD SGD Adam SGD

LR 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.01
Momentum 0.9 0.9 - 0.9

Batch size 32
Epochs 1000 200 1000 300

LR Steps 750 60 750 100
LR Step Factor 0.1
#Tuples/Epoch - - - 350
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